
team workshops
that transform 
team performance
Science-based workshops that transform
team performance when teams need to:
• Kick-start or restart
• Reach or raise peak performance
• Overcome internal or external problems
• Manage changes in people or partners

• Build morale, motivation and momentum
• Overcome new challenges or challengers
• Create new ideas and opportunities
• Embrace and lead change - together



Each year we help hundreds of teams to transform their performance with a range of bespoke 
solutions. Several of these solutions employ workshops that have been designed to address a 
range of common challenges.

We are pleased to offer some of our most requested
workshops as standalone solutions:

 The Great Ignition: 
 High-performance Team Launches and Relaunches.

Research consistently proves that the way any team is launched is the #1 biggest influence on 
that team’s performance.

These workshops apply the learning from team science to ensure that team launches – and 
relaunches – are managed to maximise team performance.

 The Power of Us: 
 Motivational Team-Building that is proven by science.

All the research shows that traditional team-building activities have minimal-to-zero impact on 
team performance.

But some do.

These workshops employ science-based content and proven techniques to create motivational 
team-building that transforms team performance.

 The Energiser:
  Energising Team Motivation, Momentum and Vitality.

Every team on earth will go through periods when motivation declines, momentum slows and 
performance suffers.

These high-impact workshops employ a range of unique, science-based tools and techniques 
that are proven to reignite the energy and vitality in any team.

transform team performance 
throughout the enterprise
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 The Team Machine: 
 Identifying and Overcoming Team Issues.

Most teams fail to fulfil their potential – and always for similar, remarkably simple reasons:

It’s always a matter of science: the proven rules of team performance.

We get teams to analyse their own team against the most critical, proven principles of team 
science – and co-create the solutions that will transform their team’s performance. 

 The Winning Spirit: 
 Igniting the Shared Beliefs that inspire winning teams.

Research consistently shows that the highest-performing teams are built upon a set of consistent, 
powerful beliefs that are shared by every team member.

These workshops employ a proven, science-based process which builds, defines – and gains 
member commitment to – these shared beliefs throughout your team.

 Think Different: 
 Sparking Team Creativity and Impactful Innovation.

These exciting and stimulating workshops are project-specific and results-obsessed.

They help teams to spark fresh, new thinking on priority issues in order to generate 
breakthrough innovation. 

Workshop success is measured in team output: the new ideas and innovations that the team 
generates on specific, important team assignments.
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About Us

Make Great Teams are specialists in the science of teams and team performance.

We employ team science to create, propel and refresh high-performance teams 
in companies, governments, public services, NGOs, creative industries and 
competitive sport.

All of our work is built upon the science of teams and teamwork, 
and developed from our own:

• Proprietary Analysis of more than 5,000 empirical research studies 
and over 100 meta-analyses

• Unique Expertise across neuroscience, organisational psychology and 
psychodynamics, social psychology and interpersonal neurobiology

• Hands-on Experience creating and leading thousands of 
high-performance teams across North America, Europe and Asia Pacific

make 
great
teams

please check out our website at 
www.MakeGreatTeams.com

or get in touch at 
Connect@MakeGreatTeams.com

For more information


